Note from the Editor:
Hello World! This past semester has been an absolute blast; we had a wonderful
turnout at FLG, and there have been a plethora of trips out—hiking, caving, kayaking, biking, rock climbing, etc, etc. As usual, as the semester draws to a close,
another Cairn beckons to be read. In these pages we have a whopping seven
gripping articles written by club members about awesome trips. I urge you to
read on.
It has been a pleasure to be Cairn Editor for this semester; sadly I will be passing
the duty of Cairn editor over to the venerable Ben Matthews while I am abroad
next semester. It has been amazing to see the creativity that bursts from each
and every member of this club when they apply themselves. Thanks for letting
me help bring you a snapshot of what ROC is . Enjoy!
—Ziv “Goin’ to Singapore” Kennan
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The Excellent Adventures of Knowm & Brian Nock

Brian Nock

On April 17, 2010, Brian Nock turned 19. More importantly, on this day, a lifelong friendship was
formed between a fourteen inch garden gnome and a civil engineering student. For his birthday, Brian
was gifted this treasure from Melissa, a friend. Melissa bought the gnome at a local Price Chopper
knowing that Brian was to spend the summer hiking in New Mexico. Here is a gnome, so you can never
roam alone, Melissa said. At that moment, a friendship seed was planted.
The durable, ceramic gnome was packed safely in Brian‟s carry-on luggage for the brief trip home to
Tennessee where he rested before flying to New Mexico. He spent eleven weeks in the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains in the summer of 2010. The old man is undoubtedly lazy, as he does a lot of sight-seeing and
has yet to hike an inch. However, Brian was kind enough to carry him on his shoulder strap much of the
summer, a treat that the gnome probably deserved after Brian broke off the gnome‟s right hand.
As the miles passed, the gnome and Brian realized that many people wanted to know the gnome‟s name.
Through some thought and brainstorming he adopted a name, Knowm Nclature. From this day forth,
Knowm became very personable. With his hand broken, he was proud to let the wind whistle across the
hole where his hand used to be, making him quite a talkative hiking partner. After Brian had already
hiked over 40 miles one Wednesday, Knowm offered defense and protection from a lurking mountain
lion in the midnight rain. What a hero!
Today, Knowm has made it back to Troy, NY where he frequently hikes with the Rensselaer Outing
Club. More often, he sits and does absolutely nothing on Brian‟s radiator. Despite this routine lifestyle,
he can always be found smiling with his rosy cheeks and sky-blue eyes. When he goes hiking, Knowm
is a wonderful companion as he never complains about the weather and carries a snail in his remaining
hand, offering a snack or ration in survival situations.
Knowm Nclature likes long walks in the mountains and any kind of romantic dinner (Brian has never
tried to feed him). He appreciates people who are down-to-earth and will offer him a hand in getting to
the mountains. He could use a beautiful lady friend with an affinity for hiking that is willing to comb his
flowing, white beard. Send Knowm a message on Facebook (search: Knowm Nclature) to establish a
lifelong friendship and hiking partner.

Brian and Knowm = best friends forever.
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Brian's Big Day: The Adventures of an “Amateur” Hiker

Andy Nitschke, Brian Nock

What follows is a set of emails between two club members, printed verbatim. If you are unaware of the humor
of these emails, I‟m sure Andy will be happy to enlighten you, at the probable cost of never letting you come
on a hike with him :-) . Just remember, “cotton keeps you warm when wet”. —Ziv
On Thu, Sep 8, 2010 at 8:52 PM, Brian Nock <nockb@rpi.edu> wrote:
If I had a Facebook status right now, it would say, "Brian Nock wants to climb Big Slide on Sunday."
Cool?
But I've never been hiking, ever. Do I wear flipflops?
-Brian F. Nock
On Thu, Sep 9, 2010 at 4:42 PM, Andrew Nitschke <nitsca@rpi.edu> wrote:
First off I am sorry for any confusion, the trip is going to be on Sunday and not on Saturday as the
ROC email says. We will be hiking Big Slide in the Adirondacks, the hike shouldn't be too difficult It
will be about 8 or 9 miles round trip depending on which route we take.
We will be meeting in front of the Armory (building the Mueller Center is attached to) at 7am. I am
hoping to get back to campus by 5 or 6 but depending on how fast we hike we could get back as late
as next week or possibly even later.
I checked the weather for the weekend and it‟s looking like there is a good chance of rain on Sunday
with temperatures in the high 50's. This means that you should bring cotton clothes and don't worry
about bringing rain gear, as cotton keeps you warm when wet. If you have any extra warm layers I
suggest you leave them at home, no one gets cold while hiking. Please wear flipflops if you have
them, if you have to you can go barefoot.
Also bring:
-food (for everyone)
-water (10-15 liters)
-money for gas for drivers
-a pillowcase to carry your stuff in (you can go to the Pit today from 6-8 if you don't have one)
Please don't email or call me with any questions
-Andy Nitschke
On Thu, Sep 9, 2010 at 4:51 PM, Brian Nock <nockb@rpi.edu> wrote:
Haha, I was so confused as I read this. To clarify, the first two paragraphs are serious, right? I'll look
at the weather myself, cause I don't believe an ounce of that paragraph! :p As for water, I usually
carry 80-100,000 liters. And prefer to cart my possessions with thimbles.
Seriously though, see you at 7 am on Sunday.
-Brian F. Nock
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The Pooping Cave and the Bat Named Betty: a caving horror story.
By Jim of the Jungle
To all persons who dare to read this: This article depicts in graphic nature the events that transpired on the 14th of November in the year 2010 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
A group of young cavers both students and alumni of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute set off on a journey to a place
on the border of Massachusetts near the town of Sheffield. Thought to be prepared, they had some food, water, gear,
three cars, a camera, and some strange guy name Tom. As they came closer to the location of the cave the primary
emotion was excitement, along with a little intrigue as to what the name of the song on the radio was. This cave had
only been opened to the public for a few years and had not yet been explored in its entirety.
The leader of this trip, a man by the name of Michael Chu, had participated in the opening of this cave. This was not
the first time he had gone to this cave with a group but he refused to go into detail about his previous venture, though
this time he had brought a strange contraption he had created. As the group hiked to the entrance of the cave, with all
members in tow Mike explained to them the purpose of the contraption. Using steel he had created a grate that would
be placed over the entrance to the cave when they left to keep large debris from blocking it. This cage-like device was
a black color and though no one said anything we all knew what the true purpose of it… not to keep things out… but
to keep something of unknown origin from escaping. Well… and to keep the town idiot out, as demonstrated by Jesse
upon arrival.
After a long treacherous hike up the steepest and most dangerous hills known to the state, the group approached what
could have been mistaken for the entrance to hell, a sinkhole roughly 30 feet in diameter and 15 feet deep. The ominous feeling was vastly offset by the natural beauty of the area; a small stream ran down the sinkhole and was diverted
away from the entrance to the cave created a very aesthetic effect. It would have been a blissful experience but as they
descended the sinkhole they discover the entrance to a dreadful place.
Barely surviving the descent the group began to huddle around the 32 inch circular opening that dropped roughly 30
feet down into the depths. The lining of this hole was far too slick for even the best cavers to go down but Mr. Chu
was prepared with a small but strong wire ladder. The only female in the group, Victoria, proceeded to take pictures to
document the group‟s venture, while the least experienced member, Jim, questioned his decision to follow this strange
group of individuals to this place. Once anchored, the group used the ladder to climb down into the cave.
The trip started fine, as they ventured into the cave by the direction of their leader and Tom they saw amazing rock
formations and sites that only those who explore the subterranean world have the privilege of viewing. The path was
difficult, with a vertical climb down of 30 feet in a room that was far too wide. Making the climb even more nervewracking was the noise of the water running underneath them. Forced to follow the flow the group encountered large
fissure that they had to climb through to continue, the water flowing below them. With walls slick from years of water
erosion, but with suitable hand holds the members of the group were forced to squeeze their bodies through while suspended 10 feet above the water. Luckily no one slipped, plummeting to what would have probably not been their
death but a VERY difficult cave rescue.
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(Cave cont‟d)
Finally through the fissure, the group was able to rest in a relatively flat room. Listening to the water and realizing
what they had just accomplished they took a short break. A low volume sound was heard coming from the depths of
the cave, a small squeak of sorts. Then one of Hade‟s creations burst from the next passage. A small black bat flew at
the group, confused as to why its once dark home was now illuminated by the headlamps of such odd creatures. The
ravenous beast attempted to scare the cavers away by flying at their heads, this proved to be an ineffective tactic
against one of the cavers, Ziv the shortest in the group. Startled but relatively unscathed, the bat flew away. The
cavers on the other hand… no wait…never mind actually they were fine too. Known only to Mike and Tom, the only
ones who had been to this cave before, but unknown to the others the cave was about to get a lot tighter. For those of
you who translate “being tight” as being really cool I have two things to say, how did you get into ROC and yes that
translation would fit this cave.
Having barely survived the attack, the group moved forward, crawling through a tunnel so tight some of them nearly
got stuck. The size of the passage was not the main concern of the cavers though. Crawling head first through the
squeeze, the cavers came upon an opening that would have struck them with fear if not for their adventurous spirits
and determination. The cavers had to crawl over a hole of unknown depth head first with just enough room to be able
to move their arms. Looking down into the abyss, you could have caught a glimpse of Death waiting for the company
of anyone who was careless enough. This would not be the last time that Death tried to coerce the cavers into joining
him.
Through shear will power and fearlessness, they made it over the gap and into the next room. The sloped floors covered in a thick mud, the group was forced to descend down a slippery slope with little to hold on to. With the assistance of a knotted roped everyone made it down into the flat area, some having slide down the slope and nearly having
fell into the small crevice at the bottom. This room presented a small break from the death-defying feats that they were
forced to perform. The floor was covered in a very moist and sticky soil and the group began to mold this soil and
shape it into different forms, all the while occasionally pitching said shapes at each other. Basically… there was a mud
fight. The males of the group, in competition, began to throw mud balls onto the ceiling, attempting to see who could
get the biggest mud ball to stick.
Vicky shortly found that her helmet was covered in a thick mud with a pancake like shape. She then proceeded to turn
around and get mad at Andrew for doing such a thing. Everyone laughed but the joyous moment was short lived for
the cavers made a grave discovery; they were not alone in this room. A closer inspection of the cave walls and ceiling
revealed that the room was the home to thousands of sleeping bloodthirsty bats. They had unknowingly entered a domain that was meant to never be disturbed. Lucky for the cavers the beasts were weakened by White Nose Syndrome.
Marveling at the sight of the small black bats hanging on the walls and ceiling, a few of the cavers decided to name
some of the creatures. Having mostly male names, someone suggested that at least one of them should be female, thus
one of them was named Betty. After laughing and having a good time, the cavers wished to continue through the cave,
though that would prove to be impossible. The evil within the cave, annoyed at the amount of merriment that had occurred, lashed out.
At this point I must issue a warning. The following may contain content that may not be suitable for some readers.
Reader discretion is advised.
Looking around for the next passage, the leader of the group pointed out a small vertical climb that would have to be
descended to continue. The passage was guarded by a large rock.
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(Cave cont‟d)
Though it allowed for the leader to enter the passage, the cave attempted to take the guide from the group thus trapping them in the cave. Seeing this threat, Mike climbed back out with much difficulty as the group pulled the rock
from over the hole. While the passage was navigable, a sense of fear had rushed over everyone and there was a strong
desire to leave this evil place, but the cave would not allow it.
Globs of mud began to fall from the ceiling trying to crush the cavers. Due to their own foolishness and the acts of the
cave, the group became covered in mud. One of the members tried to break the tension by pointing out that it appeared
as if the cave was pooping on them based on the color and shape of the globs. This sentiment was short lived as the
thousands of bats awoke and swarmed the cavers. With much difficulty the cavers climbed the mud covered slope and
into the previous squeeze.
Though not facing Death this time, the crawl through the squeeze was still considerably difficult. Death was waiting
only a short distance ahead. As everyone worked their way through the squeeze, members of the group began climb
and traverse the fissure. Vicky and Jim had the most trouble with this and were the most shaken by it. Startled, cold
and feeling slightly panicked, they were able to muster the willpower to overcome the fear and climb through the fissure. Their hearts sank when they realized they still had the vertical climb to face. Some of the cavers, being more experienced and having already completed the climb, offered their help. They all knew how desperately they all needed
to escape the evil that was slowly advancing through the cave; an evil wanted their permanent company.
During the vertical climb Death‟s eyes had made contact with those of the most inexperienced caver Jim. Sitting on an
outcrop he glanced down into the chasm seeing firsthand the evil that was trying to trap them. It would have pulled
him back into the cave had he not be able to yell out for help from one of the other cavers. Kevin grabbed Jim‟s arm
and helped his fellow caver but even with Kevin‟s help the evil still had a solid grip on the young caver. Through determination to live and through the help of his friend, he was able to pull himself out of the grasp of Death and complete the climb. Slowly but steadily all of the other cavers reached over the top of the climb, thwarting Death‟s attempt
to pull them into the depths.
Finally back at the culvert that was the entrance to the cave, the group quickly climbed the ladder as the evil advanced
on them. Making one last ditch effort to claim them as victims, the evil attempted to pull one of the cavers back in.
One hand grabbing on the outside of the culvert, one hand on the ladder, the caver lost her footing on the ladder, but
she caught herself and pulled herself out of the hole. Exhausted from the rush out of the cave, the group lay on the
ground outside, realizing what they had just accomplished and the evil they had escaped. Darkness began to seep out
of the hole and into the light, slowly moving towards the group. Jesse rushed to the culvert and slammed the grate on
top of it; stopping the darkness from escaping.
With what little energy they had left, the cavers climbed out of the sinkhole and hiked back to their cars. Needing to
replenish the vast amount of energy that was drained from them during their encounter, they searched for food. During
their travels homeward bound they came across a pizzeria. Stomachs full and feeling victorious, the group of young
cavers drove home for some well deserved rest. Meanwhile the evil within the cave waits; its hunger not satisfied. It
waits for the next group of foolish adventures to enter its depths. (Evil maniacal laughter)
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Fishing Report and Fisherman Tales
By Steve “King Tuna” Taylor

Local Report:
The local walleye bite has been hot for the past few weeks. We managed to
land 15 in an hour and a half with my buddy and Kistler Custom Rods pro staff, Sean
Wilkes. Unfortunately I can‟t tell you exactly where we were, other than we were
within a 20 minute drive from campus, it‟s one of Sean‟s secret spots. We started
fishing at 4:30 pm just as the sun was getting ready to set. The moon was full that
night which really helped with the bite. Sean was throwing a white Lucky Craft jerkbait, while I was throwing a Rapala Husky Jerk in a Glass Perch color. Both of these baits caught the light of the moon very well when in the water,
which made the walleyes hammer them. The biggest fish of the night was a 6 pounder, shown below.
As for bass it has slowed down some. I managed to get a couple drop shoting some local locks but nothing
very consistent. I can‟t wait for some ice fishing next semester for perch and bluegills, as well as some northern pike.

Tournament Trail:
FLW Qualifier #4
Location: Lake Erie, out of Erie, PA.
Weather: Mostly sunny, high 70‟s

On September 11th I fished my second FLW College Fishing Series tournament. It was a tough tournament for the entire field. For those of you who don‟t know about the College FLW series it‟s just like any
other bass fishing series that you may have seen on TV. Each school sends a team of two anglers who each
can typically keep 5 fish, and weigh in their personal top 3 fish. The school with the highest total weight
wins.
We were restricted to fishing in the bay to the size of the waves on the main lake. The previous few
days saw 10+ foot waves on the lake, which also meant that 120 pro anglers as well as 120 co-anglers
pounded the entire bay before we even got there. I managed to catch the only weighable fish, a largemouth
just over 2 pounds, between me and my teammate Jed Cummings. We managed to place 19th out of the field
of 40. The winning weight was only just under 9 pounds, which is extremely low for a lake known for 4
pound plus smallmouth bass regularly.
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(Fishing cont‟d)
FLW College Fishing Northern Regional Championship Tournament
Location: Jordan Lake, 15 miles west of Raleigh, NC.
Weather: Clear and sunny, mid to high 30‟s in the morning to mid 60‟s in the afternoon
Recently myself and the three other RPI Bass team members, Jed Cummings, Tom Cooley and Mike Ahrens,
who qualified for the Northern Regions championship went down to Raleigh, NC for the biggest tournament of our
careers thus far. It was a three day tournament in which the top 20 college teams of the northern region‟s 100+
teams competed for a spot in the national championship.

RPI Bass Team Members w/ Boat
It all started on Wednesday, November 10th with a practice day on the lake. The FLW provided each team
with a $60,000 top-end bass fishing boat. I was able to hit a top speed of 73mph in this boat pictured above with
three people in it. I was fishing with my partner Jed and located some bass chasing down and eating shad. We
threw everything at them but couldn‟t get a bite. This wouldn‟t hurt us though, since we had another RPI team fishing an entirely different part of the lake trying to find some bass and put together a pattern. It was a tough day for
both RPI teams but we did find some fish. I also had a $700 propeller deform on me toward the end of the day when
we just started to take off for a run. So I idled back to the launch, got the boat out of the water and had the Ranger
Boats tech guy look at it. He says we must have hit something, but when it happened myself, Jed and our observer
looked and found nothing in the water. We think that the metal had fatigued over time. The only thing that happened to the propeller was that the tips of the blades were bent by about a half an inch, and the propeller was not
chewed up at all. So they replaced the propeller, at no cost to us, and we were good to go for the next day. We finished up the day with the pre-tournament meeting, where we received our new jerseys, provided by the FLW and the
National Guard.
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(Fishing cont‟d)
Day one of the tournament started very slow. Jed and I made a run up to where we saw fish the previous
day, but still couldn‟t catch them. It was a textbook spot, a nice brush covered point near a creek channel
with a hump just off to the side. To this day I can‟t figure out why they refused to bite. We did however
have a camera boat taking still pictures of us for about an hour, so that was pretty cool. After about an hour
we decided to move on and fish some riprap (rocks) that had been in the sun, which in turn heats up the water. No luck there, but a different camera boat showed up and started taking video of us. We then took a
long run, with the camera boat taking video of us the whole way, to a deeper part of the lake, where the
other RPI team had some luck during practice. From here we fished downed trees in small coves that had
some grass in them that were near the deeper water. Here I caught two keepers and two shorts, one of
which was just short by about an eighth of an inch. I caught all of these fish on a white Booyah Spinnerbait, with two gold willow leaf blades and a white twin tail grub trailer.
Day two of the tournament brought wind, lots of it. Due to this and a rather large deficit that we had
to make up in order to be in the top 5, who get to go to the national championship, we decided to change up
our tactics and swing for the fences. We first went to a point in the main lake and fish the leeward side of
it, in a little cove that it made. About 15 minutes into the day I took the white spinnerbait and cast it into a
patch of weeds. Almost as soon as it landed a nice three pounder demolished it. Jed and I both thought we
were onto a pattern. But to no avail, we didn‟t get another bite out of the grass. We then decided to go fish
the point, the deeper part of it. So we are out there, and I‟m trying to control the boat with the trolling motor in about a 20 mph wind, and a video camera crew decides to hop in our boat and proceed to interview us
while we are fishing, not exactly the easiest thing to do. After no luck on the point we made a run back
down to the deeper water where we caught fish the day before to see if something big decided to move in.
We didn‟t catch anything the rest of the day. That was the end of the tournament for us, as we failed to
make the top 5. We finished in 16th place. It was tough; almost all of the top 10 teams had practiced more
than the one day we had to practice since they we located closer to the lake. Hey, that‟s fishing.
Our fishing wasn‟t over though. All four RPI guys and a few other teams were asked to take a couple National Guard soldiers out for the day on Saturday. So it was about 35 degrees outside when I took
off for the first time with the National Guard guys. Going 70 plus mph on the lake in that temperature will
wake anybody up in no time. We get to the first spot and I just look over at these two guys, eyes watering
and hands shaking, completely numb from the cold. I just laugh, while they just can‟t believe that I was in
a good mood, while wearing shorts and just a hoodie. Those southern guys need to toughen up when it
comes to cold weather. I was able to catch a two pounder on my first cast of the day, so I mainly tried to
get them on fish.
We had a great time, nothing like skipping class with a dean‟s excuse to go fish in top end boats for
4 straight 8 hour days on the water. The tournament will be covered on the television show airing nationwide December 19 at 12:30 p.m. on the Versus Network, so be sure to catch it between studying for finals.
With the amount of video time I had I would hope I made at least a short clip of the show.
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The following email was sent to me by Jeff. It is reproduced verbatim. —Ziv
==============Original message text===============
On Thu, 02 Dec 2010 20:41:54 EST emenhj@rpi.edu wrote:
Hi
Jesse, Tom, and I hiked Allen several weekends ago, and while on the trip,
we came up with a list of things we needed to have brought with us.
The following is everything we could remember after the fact.
1. An Ox
2. Bacon
3. A Sofa
4. Slackline
5. A Chainsaw sled (with removable chainsaws)
6. Make that a pair of Oxen (in case one drowns during the ford)
7. Cider and Jack
8. Bacon Explosion
9. The ROC Flag
10. Something to write on
To make a long story short: I really wanted a twinkie last week
That is all.
-Jeffrey Emenheiser
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Name That Kayak Trick

Andy Nitschke, Ziv Kennan

Below are several photo sequences of Andy performing kayak tricks. Try to identify the trick being
performed, and check your answers on the bottom of the last page of the Cairn.
Trick 1:

Trick 2:

Trick 3:
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(Kayak cont‟d)
Trick 4:

Trick 5:
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Trip Report: Whiteface & Esther

Ziv Kennan

On Saturday, December 4th, 2010 I participated in a hike in the High Peaks— the goal being to ascend both
Whiteface & Esther. This hike was particularly special because it was the remaining hike for a soon-to-be 46‟er—
Nick Internicola. Nick chose to wear a pair of aging sneakers with garbage bags / duct tape compromising the
majority of the surface area of said sneakers. There were six ROCers present, and we left from RPI at 4:30 AM,
which while early, turned out to not be early enough.
We arrived at the trailhead at 7 in the morning, and proceeded to drift (there was
snow) on the road and parking lot for a short while. I quickly learned how to do an
e-brake turn, and generally how to perform stupid car tricks on a low friction surface. We then proceeded to hike. It was a beautiful, but chilly day with the valley
temperature hanging around the high teens, and snow flurries adorned the sky for
most of the day. We hiked over Esther with no incident, except for a short wrestling match on top between Vicky and Nick—refer to the photos below. We then
proceeded to Whiteface. The trail from the Esther/Whiteface junction had more
snow, and the trees were thoroughly coated in snow, making them look like Dr.
Seuss creations.
Eventually we reached the last leg of the Whiteface ascent; it was getting cold and
windy, so we bundled up—the end result being that I was unable to move my neck
or arms much at all. At this point, my toes also decided to nearly freeze solid; this
hurt a little. We then proceeded to battle through the last leg of the ascent, complete with brutal wind and rope-free ice climbing. The peak was a „bit„ windy, but
definitely worth the hike up. My camera
was able to take about 3 pictures for every
minute I spent warming the batteries, showing how chilly it was on the peak. Hiking
back took us well into nightfall, and we arrived back at RPI ~10pm. Congratulations
to Nick on becoming a 46‟er!
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ROC Club Info
Club Officers
President - Melanie Ouellette
Vice President - Whitney Schoenthal
Secretary - Rebecca Boerigter
Treasurer - Victoria Solla
Pit Chair - Thomas Cruson
Cairn Editor - Ziv Kennan
Member At Large - Michelle Sharer
Meetings
Every Wednesday, DCC 330, 8PM
Activities
Canoeing
Hiking
Caving
Mountain Biking
Rock Climbing
Ice Climbing
Kayaking
Rafting
XC Skiing
Winter Mountaineering
Backpacking
Slacklining
Awesomeness!!!
Website
http://www.outing.org

Answers to Kayak Tricks:
1) Stern Squirt
2) Loop 3) Bow Stall
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4) Cartwheel

5) Roll

